
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The Science of Writing an Effective Email Online Program will 
enable you to:
▸ Use email only when appropriate
▸ Write subectlines that 'cut through' and get attention
▸ Structure messages to engage and stimulate interest
▸ Get your email tone 'just right'
▸ Write concisely and deliver messages with timelines
▸ Simplify keeping track of emails that need you to follow 

up

PROGRAM OUTCOMES

▸ Understand appropriate email etiquette when writing 
email

▸ Create greater clarity and comprehension in your email 
communications

▸ Use language and tone that builds rapport and creates 
agreement

▸ Speed up email response and turnaround time
▸ Enhance your reputation as a clear communicator

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

THE SCIENCE OF WRITING AN 
EFFECTIVE EMAIL ONLINE 2023

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
These days, more and more communications  are being  sent via digital, written channels rather than as spoken or verbal conversations. 
Despite a plethora of other tools, the majority of these messages are being sent via email (circa 80%). The challenge is now to be able to write 
messages that: get attention, engage interest and stimulate  a timely response from the reader . . . in about 2 to 4 seconds! This program is 
designed to help you achieve greater clarity and comprehension in your email (and other written) communications,  to  use language and tone 
that builds rapport and creates agreement, to speed up email turnaround time and to enhance your reputation as a clear communicator. The 
weekly frequency is ‘just right’  for  ensuring you have time to  implement and consolidate your learnings in between workshops.

FEATURING
• Short, sharp 60 min workshops
• Bite-sized learning opportunities each week
• Lots of ‘live’ interaction with  chat, polls, Q&A, whiteboard, audio and video options to keep you engaged/involved
• No need to leave your desk - minimising time off the job away from the desk
• Watch training on one screen and immediately implement your learnings on a second screen.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

Principals, Vice Principals, Admin & Support Staff, Senior 
Executives and all educators from Teachers to System 
Leaders

 www.qeli.qld.edu.au  +61 456 203 538  info@qeli.qld.edu.au       

Register via: https://qeli.qld.edu.au/the-science-of-writing-effective-email-online/

$995 + GST = $1,094.50Registrations close: 17 Jul 2023

WELCOME & PREPARATION 
Week of 17 Jul 2023

VIRTUAL WORKSHOP SERIES

CERTIFICATE 
Week of 28 Aug 2023

Q&A REVIEW SESSION
6 Sep 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST

Virtual Workshop 1 - 26 Jul 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST: 
The challenge of writing effective email | Common Frustrations | Think 
First, Is email best? | What is your desired outcome? | The power of 
the subject line | The etiquette of using To/CC/BCC
Virtual Workshop 2 - 2 Aug 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST: 
Greetings and sign offs | The power of the Inverted Pyramid Structure 
| When to use the Diamond Sequence | Why you should write an 
email backwards 
Virtual Workshop 3 - 9 Aug 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST: 
Understand the hidden language of email | Recognising and adapting 
to different communication styles | How to 'massage your message' to 
create connection | Using 'Mirroring' and 'Backtracking' techniques 
Virtual Workshop 4 - 16 Aug 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST: 
Identify the 4 tones of an email and how to respond | Use invitational 
phrases to create agreement | Manage conflict with The Agreement 
Framework | Building trust and avoiding incongruent language Virtual 
Workshop 5 - 23 Aug 2023, 3.30pm to 4.30pm AEST: 
When to use 'Active' versus 'Passive' voice | Writing concisely and 
streamlining your message | Harness delay delivery to improve 
response rates | Automate your follow up activites
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